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This paper puts forth a new pathway to sustainable policy to upscale the transformative

power of local complementary currencies. It first reviews the mechanisms by which com-

plementary currencies re-embed monetary circulation within sustainability and biomimetic

resilience criteria. It then puts forth a prototype policy pathway whereby private banks swap

SDG impact certificates of their complementary currency loans against new reserve assets

held at the Central Bank. It finally provides analytical insight on this prototype policy with a a

new PK-SFC model comprising 106 accounting and behavioral equations. Simulations show

that the prototype policy generates short-lived economic expansion, increases banking sta-

bility, and induces structural change through increased systemic capacity for evolution,

resilience, and fitness for evolution. We finally discuss the practical implications of our results

for sustainability policies.
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Introduction

Multilateral development banks have recently committed
to “developing, testing, and expanding the use of inno-
vative instruments to support nature positive invest-

ment” (Multilateral Development Banks 2021). The UN Secretary
General has also called for “innovative approaches, bold policy
decisions, and new sources of funding” (UN 2023) to “aggressively
scale up sustainable development goals (SDG) financing” (UN
2023). This paper contributes to these objectives by putting forth
a policy prototype to upscale the transformative power of local
complementary currencies (LCCs).

LCCs consist in monetary token, backed up by a guarantee
fund in the legal tender, and used to exchange goods and services
within a specific community. Several studies have highlighted
LCC’s contribution to sustainability (Lietaer et al. 2010; Escobar
et al. 2020; Aglietta 2018; Ansart and Monvoisin 2017; Blanc
2018; Blanc and Lakócai 2020). Yet, the consensus is that LCCs
should be integrated into public policies to induce structural
change (Blanc 2020, 2022; Cauvet and Perrissin Fabert 2018;
Aglietta and Espagne 2016).

We thus put forth a simple mechanism to endogenize the
creation and destruction of LCCs deposits in the economy. New
LCC deposits would be created though new bank loans and
destroyed with the payment of taxes or the reimbursement of
loans. This would disconnect the supply of LCCs from the
‘deposit guarantee fund’ and maintain their value through a full
integration into the monetary system. Banks would then swap
LCC loan impact ratings against new reserve assets at the Central
Bank, which would apply a discretionary haircut rate. To mitigate
moral hazard, the proposed setting also envisages a clear
separation of mandates and responsibilities across stakeholders.
This prototype policy would contribute to the SDGs by supplying
rapid finance for sustainable public goods, and by harnessing the
circulation properties of LCCs. It could thus open a new sus-
tainable policy pathway.

Following Lucarelli and Gobbi (2016), we provide analytical
insight using a simple new stock-flow consistent (SFC) model of
106 equations. This model also contributes to the ecological SFC
modeling literature by including new metrics for total capacity for
development, resilience and fitness for evolution (Ulanowicz et al.
2009).

In our simulations, the prototype policy increases the circula-
tion of LCC and exerts an expansionary effect on the economy.
Incremental GDP growth is fueled by new LCC loans that bridge
the finance gap for social businesses. This in turn generates LCC
investment and consumption spending, and LCC profits. The
policy also appears to induce structural change, as shown by
increased capacity for development, resilience, and fitness for
evolution. Finally, simulations report increased financial stability,
banking sector profits, and household savings diversification.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
briefly reviews the literature on LCC schemes and sustainability.
Section 3 outlines and discusses our prototype monetary policy
mechanism. Section 4 presents the model’s transaction matrix
and its behavioral equations. Section 5 analyzes our simulations.
Section 6 outlines our conclusions and discusses their practical
implications.

Local complementary currencies
Delineating local complementary currencies (LCCs). Alter-
native currencies are monetary devices created by non-banking
actors in order to trigger a socio-economic transformation. These
monetary innovations are diverse in terms of their organization,
relationship with the monetary system, and purpose. As opposed
to banking deposits, they are not issued by governments (though

deficit spending), nor by banks (through credit), but by a business
or by an association. A wide range of alternative currencies have
developed in recent years, such as cryptocurrencies (e.g. Bitcoin),
business to business to mutual credit (e.g. Sardex), inconvertible
local currencies (e.g. Ithaca Hour), convertible local currency (e.g.
Palmas), general mutual credit (e.g. LETS), mutual credit between
individuals based on times-based services (e.g. Time banks), or
green practices reward schemes (e.g. NU spaarpas). Within this
classification, local complementary currencies (LCCs) share a set
of specific attributes (Table 1).

LCCs are complementary, rather than alternative, given that
they do not challenge the modern monetary order, but extend it,
by giving money new purpose-driven objectives such as solidarity,
sharing, reciprocity, and environmental protection (Blanc 2011,
2017; Didier 2022).

LCCs are initiatives of citizens seeking to re-embed money
within the logic of the commons. LCCs are issued by associations
of citizens wishing to use money for a given purpose, which can
be economic (e.g. supporting local businesses), social (e.g.
promoting social and ecological values in the economy), or
territorial (e.g. building to sustainable communities) (Fare and
Ould Ahmed 2017). LCC communities usually favor a sociocratic
governance, i.e. “a mode of governance and decision-making that
allows an organization to behave like a living organism, that is, to
self-organize” (Buck and Endenburg 2004).

LCC participants cannot be qualified as pure utility-
maximizing money users, but instead as local monetary commu-
nity members (Blanc 2018). LCC transactions indeed involve
strong ties of reciprocity, transparency, fairness and solidarity
(Blanc 2017, 2022). The socioeconomic literature thus charac-
terizes LCCs as social innovations that seek to re-embed—in the
Polanyian sense—economic exchange within shared ecological
and social criteria (Richez-Battesti et al. 2012; Polanyi 2009).

LCCs are fully convertible into legal tender. Convertibility is
typically guaranteed by a one-to-one matching between each unit
of LCC and previous legal tender banking deposits (held by LCC
users, most often in a social economy bank or a mutual bank)1.
From a financial perspective, holding LCCs is thus akin to
holding cash or sight deposits in legal tender (with or without
demurrage)..

Finally, LCCs self-identify their own socio-economic and
spatial limits in order to fulfil their ecological and social agenda
(Blanc 2022, pp. 14–19).

More than 4000 LCCs have been developed in more than 50
countries since 1990 (Carrillo 2018). However, LCCs are diverse
and evolve over time. According to Blanc (2011 8), “each
generation [of CCs] included a series of experiences often related to
each other, while each generation entertains links with experiences
from previous ones and provides models, positive or negative, for
futures ones”. Four generations of LCCs have been identified in
the literature. First and second generations LCC schemes, take the

Table 1 Characteristics of local complementary currencies
(LCCs).

On: LCCs

Ideology Commons
Governance Sociocratic
Transaction type Community members
Unit of account Complete
Store of value Liquid asset
Medium of exchange Incomplete
Conception of money Social bond
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form of mutual credit systems (e.g. LETS) and time exchange
schemes, respectively, and emerged in the early 1980s. Third
generation schemes, beginning with Ithaca in 1999, gave rise to
LCCs as they are known today. Fourth generation schemes, which
have been implemented since 2002–2003, include local govern-
ments as stakeholders, often in the context of sustainability policies.

All LCC schemes contribute to sustainability by developing an
ecological awareness, by reorienting household consumption
accordingly, and by promoting solidarity and social ties (Garcia-
Corral et al. 2020; Magnen and Fourel 2015; Lung 2022; Lafuente-
Sampietro 2023; Fois Duclerc and Lafuente-Sampietro 2023).

LCCs and sustainability in a biomimicry perspective. Accord-
ing to Lietaer et al. (2012), the monetary system is merely one
subsystem of the economy, which is itself a subset of society and
the environment; and no subsystem can function effectively
unless it is in harmony with that wider entity. According to
cybernetics, natural, economic and monetary and systems rely on
transfers between actors and their fitness for evolution depends
on a trade-off between throughput efficiency and resilience
(Ulanowicz et al. 2009; Lietaer et al. 2010)2.

In an economy, the catalysing medium (money) should thus
circulate amongst all corners, flow through all forms of organization
(charity, limited liability company—LLC, public limited company—
PLC, cooperative, mixed association, small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs), etc.) and allow for various forms of exchange to
take place (including gift, reciprocity, non-market exchange, and
market exchange) (Lagoarde-Segot and Paranque 2018).

The fitness for evolution curve (F) observed in natural
ecosystems is shown in Fig. 1 and highlights a trade-off between
diversity and efficiency/optimization. Excessive diversity (e.g. too
many species) leads the system to stagnate, and excessive
throughput efficiency (e.g. each predator matches a single
abundant prey) increases the risk of systemic collapse (e.g. if
the single prey disappears). The ‘natural window of resilience’,
where F > 0.95, requires more diversity than efficiency3.

Note that fitness for evolution can take on significantly
different values for the same level of throughput. For a given
GDP, a lack of interconnectivity may create a stranglehold
undermining resilience and fitness for evolution. Excessive money
concentration, and insufficient connectiveness weakens the
system’s ability to absorb unexpected shocks. The purpose of
LCC schemes being to increase monetary circulation where it is

the most needed, one may expect their development to be
conductive to improved resilience, fitness for evolution, and
sustainability.

Linking LCCs and public policies
Literature review. Policy interest in LCCs can be traced back to
Gesell (1929) and the infamous 1930’s Wörgl experiment. It
experienced a revival in the early 21st century, in the wake of
success stories (such as the Swiss WIR or the Italian Sardex) (see
Lucarelli and Gobbi 2016). Many policy proposals have emerged
in recent years to upscale the sustainability potential of com-
plementary currencies.

One of the most notorious was perhaps Greek Finance
Minister Yanis Varoufakis’ plan for Greek complementary fiscal
currencies in case of a Grexit during the 2012 Eurozone sovereign
(Varoufakis 2017). Drawing on Cuban experiences with monetary
dualism (Théret and Marques-Pereira 2007) and Argentinean
provincial currency (Zanabria and Théret 2007), Varoufakis
envisioned the creation of complementary fiscal currencies taking
the form of Treasury-bills issued by the government in payment
for civil servants’ salaries, pensions, and benefits. These Treasury
Bills were to be convertible at par with the euro throughout their
maturity, and not exchangeable outside of Greece (nor within the
banking system). The Greek government, however, would accept
it in payment of taxes. The macroeconomic objectives targeted
through this policy were to include economic growth and reduced
twin deficits (Théret 2012, 2015; Coutrot and Théret 2019a, b).

Another frequently discussed policy proposal consists in the
issuing of LCCs to remedy auction failures (Fantacci 2005, 2008;
Amato and Fantacci 2016). During bankruptcies, insolvent firms
must indeed liquidate their assets through an auction process to
pay off their creditors. During this auction, potential buyers have
a considerable bargaining power over firms in financial distress.
This, in turn, depresses prices and increases systemic risk
(creditors being exposed to a drop in asset value). To remedy
this problem, Amato and Fantacci (2016) called for introducing a
complementary currency (the com.mons), which creditor firms
would book as an asset and debtor firms as a liability. Com.mons
issues would cover the value of the defaulted credits, following an
independent evaluation of the debtor’s assets, and would be
traded through a clearinghouse4. This would allow creditor firms
to recover liquidity more easily during bankruptcies5, increase the
negotiation power insolvent firms’ during auction, and enhance
financial stability.

Other authors suggest formally tying LCC communities with
monetary authorities in the framework of territorial level SDG
strategies (Blanc and Perrissin Fabert 2016; Blanc 2020, 2022).
These authors frequently note that the legal requirement to back
up LCC issues with a reserve fund, although necessary to lock-up
their value, tends to hinder the development of LCC communities
(Blanc and Fare 2016; Rosa and Stoddder 2015).

To remedy for this, Blanc and Perrissin Fabert (2016)
suggested that LCC communities issue new LCCs for firms that
undertake ecological projects. The value of these LCC issues
would be backed by CO2 reduction certificates issued by a reliable
third party. Local governments would then accept LCCs in
payment of taxes. The new LCC deposits hence created should
generate ripple effects of income and spending. This paper
contributes to this literature by proposing a new policy prototype
along similar lines.

A prototype policy mechanism
The basic idea. In the modern economy, money creation typically
involves four balance sheet entries: a new deposit is recorded as
an asset for the borrower and as a liability for the bank. It is

Fig. 1 Fitness for evolution and resilience. Note: this graph represents the
ability of the system to evolve F ¼ �kalogðaÞ for different values of
0 < a < 1. The dotted line indicates values above 0.954 and the resilience
window. See Ulanowicz et al. (2009), for more details.
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matched by a debt instrument which the bank accumulates as an
asset, and which the borrower records as a liability. These
deposits are destroyed when agents reimburse their bank loans or
pay taxes to the government. For the payment system to function
properly, these deposits are convertible into reserve assets at the
Central Bank, which accommodates the banking system’s
demand for excess reserves in its role of lender in last resort. This
endogenous cycle of monetary influx, circulation and reflux,
driven by banks’ and entrepreneurs’ bets, constitutes the econo-
my’s lifeblood (Graziani 2003; Ehnts 2017).

By contrast, LCCs are akin to ‘loanable funds’ backed up by
existing legal tender deposits. The proposed policy thus seeks to
integrate LCCs into the monetary system. Just like euro deposits,
new LCC deposits would be created (and destroyed) through the
issuance (and reimbursement) of bank loans. To ensure a proper
integration of LCCs they should also be convertible into Central
Bank’ reserve assets.

To rapidly scale up SDG financing and ensure accountability at all
levels, we propose a new monetary policy mechanism inspired by
rediscounting (a tool often used by Central Banks to align the
provision of credit with specific policy objectives (US Federal Reserve
1942; Leclercq 1982)). The Central Bank would rediscount LCC
loans, based on their ex-post contribution to the SDG agenda, using
monetized impact ratings carried out by an independent agency. The
Central Bank maintains control over the supply of reserve issued
through this process by applying a discretionary haircut rate.

These transactions would lead the Central Bank to accumulate
ex-post impact certificates on its balance sheets. These non-
tradeable assets would quantify the Central Bank’s contribution to
the SDGs, in line with its mandate6. Finally, all debts and
settlement instruments used in these transactions would be
labeled in the legal tender, to ensure that LCCs do not spread to
the interbank and financial markets.

A more precise description. The prototype policy mechanism
would thus involve three main steps:

1. Private banks issue LCC loans in response to credit demand
emanating from social businesses. Borrowing firms must be LCC
community-members, and the funded investment project must
contribute to the LCC objectives.

2. Banks accept cash, deposits in legal tender, and LCCs in
payment for all loans that are due to them. The Treasury also
accepts LCCs in payment for taxes. Banks operate a conversion
desk, through which households can switch their euros deposits
into LCCs accounts, and vice-versa7.

3. Impact rating agencies compute the social return on
investment (SROI) of the stock of LCC deposits issued through
banking loans at the previous period (Ls;lc�1), and issues
corresponding impact certificates, which banks book as asset in
their balance sheets. These certificates cannot be traded in
secondary markets. Their nominal value ðφÞ is given by Eq. (1):

φ ¼ 1þ SROIð ÞLs;lc�1 ð1Þ
3. Banks turn to the Central Bank and swap these impact

certificates for new reserve assets. The Central Bank rediscounts a
fraction (τÞ) of these impact certificates, which it accumulates in its
balance sheet. Letting4A be the flow of reserve deposits credited to
the banking sector, and τ be the haircut used by the Central Bank,
the amount of reserve assets created through this process is given
by Eq. (2). By adjusting τ, the Central Bank keeps control over the
supply of reserves, in line with its monetary policy objectives.

4A ¼ τ:φ ð2Þ
Figure 2 illustrates the above mechanism with a simple flow

diagram. LCC member firms obtain a flow of loans from the

banking sector to undertake SDG contributing investments. Impact
rating agencies monitoring the ex-post SROI of these loans issue
new impact certificates. Finally, banks swap these impact
certificates against new reserve deposits at the Central Bank.

Just like legal tender deposits, LCC deposits are hence created
through bank credit, and destroyed when loans are repaid. This
mechanism thus endogenizes LCCs. The demand for LCCs
depends on social businesses’ demand for loans, and the supply of
LCCs depends on banks’ expectations regarding SDG impact -
with independent impact ratings, in conjunction with the Central
Bank’s discretionary haircut policy, influencing decisions and
expectations in the background.

This policy would modify the channels by which Central Banks
supply reserves to the banking sector. Indeed, the current
collateral system is forward-looking, and cash-flow based. As the
Central Bank wants to operate risk-free, it adjusts the collateral
haircut rate by assessing the solvability of the underlying
borrower (for instance, the applied haircut is usually lower for
sovereign bonds than for corporate bonds).

By contrast, the prototype policy introduces a backward-
looking and impact-based procedure, whereby the Central Bank
rewards the independently assessed, ex-post impact of LCC loans
by crediting banks with new reserve. Banks are thus strongly
incentivized to thoroughly screen loan applications for SDG
impact to secure access to liquid reserve assets.

Governance issues. The policy mechanism generates several gov-
ernance concerns. The first concern has to do with the fear that
developing SDG monetized impact ratings would imply excessive
commodification and financialization of nature, in opposition to
the values held by LCC communities. Note however that SDG
impact ratings would use the language of money to coordinate
human activities, without implying the actual creation of markets.
They would be akin to the shadow prices used by international
organizations and social security systems to determine social
opportunity costs in cases where markets do not exist or give
wrong signals (Drèze and Stern, 1988)8,9.

A second concern has to do with difficulties in estimating the
‘true’ monetary value of SDG-related externalities. This legitimate
concern, however, applies to all financial markets, as asset prices
result from mere conventions of judgement amongst market
participants. Investing based on a hypothetical ‘fundamental’ asset
value often leads to market losses (Bourghelle 2023; Chambost et al.
2019). By contrast, monetized impact ratings, which are built on a
participative method and with the active engagement of all
stakeholders, might provide a better picture of fundamental value
that most financial market transactions (which only involve the bid
and ask sides of the deal) (UK Cabinet Office 2012).

Fig. 2 A flow chart representation.
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A third concern relates to risks of ratings manipulation and
greenwashing10. We should first note that public impact ratings
would improve the transparency of monetary policy and the
accountability of Central Banks (in comparison to the present
situation in which Central Banks adopt in-house, undisclosed,
rating system when assessing the risk of various collaterals
supplied by banks borrowing reserves). However, we agree that a
strong governance structure must be put in place around these
new policies to mitigate moral hazard. To prevent abuse, we
suggest establishing a system of checks and balances through a
clear separation of mandates, as follows:

(i) The mandate to define impact shall be attributed to
parliaments, governments, and LCC communities through
a democratic institutional process;

(ii) The mandate to measure impact shall be attributed to new
multilateral impact ratings institutions, for instance by
relying on the United Nations;

(iii) The mandate to value impact (that is to turn impact into
reserves) shall be attributed to national Central Bank,
setting the rediscounting rate in line with their sustain-
ability mandates and other monetary policy objectives.

A fourth concern relates to fears that the prototype policy would
entail too radical a change in banking systems. We should first note
that this policy would not put an end to Central Bank
independence. It is a tool that may help independent Central
Banks’ hit their mandates to sustainability objectives. It might also
be worth outlining that all economic systems, and free markets in
particular, are inscribed a set of transient social, cultural, relational,
and political rules, which evolve over time with policies,
interpersonal relations, and cultural representations (Le Velly
2002; Granovetter 1973; Polanyi 2009). This observation holds for
monetary system too, as shown by the outstanding diversity of
monetary policy frameworks across time and space (Fig. 3).

Insight from a simple PK-SFC model
This section yields analytical insight into the above strategy with a
new Post-Keynesian Stock-Flow Consistent (PK-SFC) model in
the spirit of Godley and Lavoie (2012)11. The model is comprised
of 106 accounting and behavioral equations interlocked in a
sectoral transaction matrix, as well as one ‘hidden’ equation
implied by all the other. The model contributes to the SFC

modeling literature by including local complementary currencies
and new resilience metrics.

The transaction flows matrix. The model’s transaction matrix is
shown in Table 2. This transaction matrix ensures that all flows
and stock readjustment are interlocked in a watertight accounting
structure, while integrating the real and financial sides of the
economy. The matrix describes a simplified economy with five
institutional sectors: households, production firms (divided into
the LCC and the euro sector), a banking sector and a Central
Bank. There is no government nor public sector in the model.
This assumption means that money is emitted through bank
loans (in the form of new deposits).

Each economic transaction is double-sided: one sector’s
income is another sector’s spending, and one sector’s asset is
another sector’s liability. Annual change to the stock of assets and
liabilities held by each sector (columns) result from the budget
constraint of each individual sector, defined by annual flows of
income and spending (rows). This approach ensures a full
integration of the real and financial sides of the economy.
Following SFC modelling convention, a (+) sign indicates a
source of funds while a (–) sign indicates a use of funds.

Column 1 shows the budget constraint of households. House-
holds receive income as wages (W), profits redistributed by firms
(F) and banks (FB), and interests on their euro (rd;m �1ð ÞMh;m;s �1ð Þ)
and local complementary currency deposits (rd;lcc �1ð ÞMh;lcc;s �1ð Þ).
Households spend their income on consumption expenditures in
euros (Cm) and in complementary currency (Clcc). At the end of
each period, excess of income over spending accumulates in
stocks of banking deposits, which households hold both in euros
(4Mm) and in local complementary currency units (4Mlcc).

Columns 2 and 3 divide the production firm sector’s
transactions into a current and capital account. It amalgamates
the LCC eligible sector (where both euros and LCCs can circulate)
and the non-eligible sector (where only the euro can circulate).
Column 2 shows the receipts and outlays of production firms.
Firms receive payment flows on their sales of final goods in euros
(Cm) and in local complementary currencies (Clcc), as well as their
sales of capital goods (in euros (I) and in local complementary
currencies (Ilcc)). Firms pay wages to households (W) (in euros
and LCCs) and interest on their loans in euros (rl;m �1ð ÞLm;�1) and
in local complementary currencies (rl;lcc �1ð ÞLlcc;�1) and set aside

Fig. 3 Monetary policy frameworks in 187 countries, 1974–2017. Source: Cobham (2023).
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funds for depreciation allowances (DA) – also decomposed into
euros and LCC allowances.

Column 3 shows firms’ capital expenditures, which are
financed by depreciation allowances (DA), new loans in euros
(4Ld;m) and in local complementary currencies (4Ld;lcc). In our
simple framework, profits (F) are fully redistributed to house-
holds (in euros and LCCs).

Columns 4 and 5 show the current account and the capital
account of banks. As shown in column 4, banks receive interest
payments on loans in euros (rl;m �1ð ÞLm;�1) and local comple-
mentary currencies (rl;lcc �1ð ÞLlcc;�1) and pay interests on deposits
in euros (rd;m �1ð ÞMh;m;s �1ð Þ) and in local complementary curren-
cies (rd;lcc �1ð ÞMh;lcc;s �1ð Þ). Column 5 shows that new deposits in
euros (4MmÞ and in complementary local currencies (4Mlcc) are
recorded on the liability side of banks’ balance sheets. Bank assets
include loans in euros ð4Ld;m), in local complementary currencies
ð4Ld;lccÞ, and high-powered money (4A). The latter is emitted
through the ex-post rediscounting of LCC loan impact certificates
(φ). The difference between bank’s interest income from loans
and interest payments and deposits, plus annual additions in
reserve assets obtained through loan rediscounting, constitutes
their profit, which is entirely redistributed to the household sector
(in euros and LCCs) (FB). Column 6 shows the capital account of
the Central Bank. In this simplified setting, the Central Bank’s
only liability is the high-powered money (reserve currency) that it
issues (A), in exchange for impact certificates (φ). These impact
certificates measure a net contribution to SDGs, and therefore do
not appear as a liability for any sector.

Behavioral equations. We begin with the definition of total gross
production (GDP). GDP (Y) is the sum of all expenditures on
goods and services, including consumption ðCÞ and investment
goods ðIf ;sÞ (Eq. 1.1). GDP is decomposed into euro ðYmÞ and
LCC ðYlccÞ spending (Eqs. 1.2 and 1.3)

Y ¼ C þ If ;s ð1:1Þ

Ym ¼ Cm þ ðIf ;s � Ls;lccÞ ð1:2Þ

Ylcc ¼ Y � Ym ð1:3Þ

GDP also corresponds to the sum of factor payments, which
includes the wage bill (WB), production firms’ profits (F),
banking profits (FB), and the depreciation and amortization
funds (DA) that firms set aside to replace used-up capital. The
model’s accounting closure shall ensure that Eqs. (1.4) and (1.1)
are equal in all states of the model.

Y ¼ WBþ F þ FBþ DA ð1:4Þ
Total personal disposable income (YD) is equal to GDP net of

depreciation and amortization funds (Eq. 2.1). It is also equal to
the sum of euro disposable income (YDmÞ and LCC disposable
income ðYDlccÞ (Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3).

YD ¼ Y � DA ð2:1Þ

YDm ¼ Ym � DAm ð2:2Þ

YDlcc ¼ YD� YDm ð2:3Þ
The wage bill (WB) is a fixed proportion ðwÞ of GDP. It is

decomposed into euro wages ðWBmÞ and LCC wages ðWBmÞ (Eqs.
3.1 to 3.3).

WB ¼ w:Y ð3:1Þ

WBlcc ¼ w:Ylcc ð3:2Þ

WBm ¼ WB�WBlcc ð3:3Þ
Total household consumption is the sum of euro and LCC

consumption. Households determine the level of euro consump-
tion by drawing on their disposable income and on the stock of
banking deposits which they inherit from the previous period.
Macroeconomic consumption (in euros) depends on an auton-
omous incompressible component (α0), on disposable income
ðYDmÞ (according to a factor α1) and euro banking deposits
ðMh;m;s�1Þ (according to a factor α2 < α1). Given that households
hold LCC mostly for consumption purposes, the propension to
draw from LCC income and deposits depends on a single factor
α3 (Eqs. (4.1) to (4.3)). In the baseline simulation, shock ¼ 0,
which means that there is no LCC consumption expenditure in

Table 2 The accounting transactions flows matrix.

Transactions Households Production firms Banks Central Bank

(1) Current (2) Capital (3) Current (4) Capital (5)

Consumption −C Cm þ Clcc

Investment Im
+Ilcc

�Im � Ilcc

[GDP] (memo) [Y]
Wages Wm þWlcc �Wm �Wlcc
Depreciation allowances �DAm � DAlcc +DA
Interest on loans �rl;m;�1Lm;�1

�rl;lcc;�1Llcc;�1

rl;m;�1Lm;�1

þrl;lcc;�1Llcc;�1

Interest on deposits rd;m;�1Mh;m;s;�1

þrd;lcc;�1Mh;lcc;s;�1

�rd;m;�1Mh;m;s;�1

�rd;lcc;�1Mh;lcc;s;�1

Changes in loans ΔLd,m
+ΔLd,lcc

−ΔLd,m
−ΔLd,lcc

Changes in deposits �4Mm �4Mlcc 4Mm þ4Mlcc

Firm profits +F −Fm
−Flcc

Bank profits +FB −FBm −FBlcc
Changes in High-Powered Money +ΔA −ΔA
Impact certificates +φ
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the economy (Eq. (4.3)).

C ¼ Cm þ Clcc ð4:1Þ

Cm ¼ α0 þ α1 YDm;�1

� �
þ α2ðMh;m;s�1Þ ð4:2Þ

Clcc ¼ shock ´ α0;l þ α3 YDlcc;�1 þMh;lcc;s�1

� �� �
ð4:3Þ

We now describe the budget constraint and the portfolio
behavior of households. We follow Godley and Lavoie (2012,
ch.4) and model households’ demand for liquid assets (which
includes sight deposits and LCCs) as a buffer, which varies
according to unexpected variations in household income. At the
end of each year, whatever total disposable income ðYDÞ not
spent on consumption ðCÞ is added to households’ total financial
wealth Mh (5.1). Households’ euro-denominated holdings are
determined using similar principles (Eq. 5.2). Households’ LCC
holdings is determined using an accounting criterion (Eq. (5.3)).

4Mh ¼ Mh �Mh�1 ¼ YD� C ð5:1Þ

4Mh;m ¼ YDm � Cd;m ð5:2Þ

4Mh;lcc ¼ 4Mh �4Mh;m ð5:3Þ
The model contains three financial assets: savings account

deposits, sight deposits (both in euros) and LCC holdings.
Households’ demand for savings account deposits ð4Mh;m;dÞ
depends on their expected total financial wealth ðMeÞ and
expected euro disposable income (YDeÞ.

Households wish to hold a given proportion ðλ0Þ of their
expected wealth in the form of savings account deposits, and this
proportion increases with their expected disposable income,
according to a parameter λ1 > 0 (Eq. (6.1)). Households’ targeted
holdings of sight deposits ð4Mh;h;d) can then be determined with
an accounting closure criterion, as shown in Eq. (6.2). Finally,
whatever amount of LCCs is not spent at the end of the year is
simply added to the stock of LCC holdings (6.3). In the baseline
scenario, shock ¼ 0 so that households do not allocate any share
of their wealth in LCCs. The supply of financial assets is equal to
demand (Eqs. (6.4) to (6.6)).

4Mh;m;d

Me ¼ λ0 þ λ1
YDe

m;�1

Mh
ð6:1Þ

4Mh;h;d ¼ 4Mh;m �4M
h;m;d ð6:2Þ

Mh;lcc;d ¼ shock ´ Mlcc;�1 þ YDlcc � Clcc

� �
ð6:3Þ

4Mh;m;s ¼ 4Mh;m;d ð6:4Þ

4Mh;h;s ¼ 4Mh;h;d ð6:5Þ

4Mh;lcc;s ¼ 4Mh;lcc;d ð6:6Þ
Expected wealth ðMeÞ is the mirror of realized wealth (equation

(5)) in the realm of expectations. It is defined in Eq. (7):

Me ¼ Mh;�1 þ YDe � Cð Þ ð7Þ
Expected euro disposable income (YDe

m) is modeled as a
weighted average of its past and expected value (Godley and
Lavoie 2012, p.291) (Eq. (8)).

YDe
m ¼ εYDm;�1 þ 1� εð ÞYDe

m;�1 ð8Þ
Let us now look at the production sector. In both the euro and

LCC-denominated sectors, the demand for investment ðIf ;m;d and
If ;lcc;d , respectively) is based on the partial accelerator model and

has two components: the first is forward-looking and adjusts
partially γ< 1

� �
to the discrepancy between the targeted capital

stock ðKT Þ and the stock of productive assets ðK�1) inherited
from the previous period. The second component consists in
expenditure required to replace the used-up machines (DA)
(equation (11)):

If ;m;d ¼ γ KT
m � Km;�1

� �
þ DAm ð11:1Þ

If ;lcc;d ¼ γ KT
lcc � Klcc�1

� �þ DAlcc ð11:2Þ
In both sectors, depreciation and amortization funds (DA) are

defined as a fixed proportion ð0< δ < 1Þ of the stock of capital
ðK�1Þ that firms hold at the beginning of the fiscal year (equation
(12)).

DAm ¼ δKm�1 ð12:1Þ

DAlcc ¼ δKlcc�1 ð12:2Þ
Entrepreneurs have adaptive expectations and index the

targeted capital stock ðKT Þ to total macroeconomic income
achieved in the previous period (Eq. (13.1)). However, LCC sector
entrepreneurs adjust their capital stock target in reference to
LCC-denominated income (i.e. to the size of the LCC commu-
nity) (Eq. (13.2)).

KT
m ¼ κY�1 ð13:1Þ

KT
lcc ¼ κYlcc�1 ð13:2Þ

The stock of productive capital ðKÞ is equal to the stock
inherited from the previous period ðK�1Þ net of depreciation
allowances ðδK�1Þ, plus newly acquired capital ðIf ;sÞ (equation
(14)). It is decomposed into euro and LCC denominated capital
(equation (14)).

Km ¼ 1� δð ÞKm;�1 þ If ;m;s ð14:1Þ

Klcc ¼ 1� δð ÞKlcc;�1 þ If ;lcc;s ð14:2Þ

K ¼ KmþKlcc ð14:3Þ
The above framework ensures that the introduction of LCCs

affects both firms’ investment behavior and the stock of
productive capital. Sectoral balance sheets track the euro and
LCC components of physical capital assets, amortization funds,
capital stock targets, financial wealth and income flows.

The profits of both banks and productive firms are fully
distributed as dividends to the household sector. Thus, firms
finance net investment through new bank loans. Money creation
results from the interplay between firms’ productive bets and
banks’ lending decisions. The demand for new loans ð4LdÞ equals
the net demand for investment, i.e. the difference between gross
demand for investment ðIf ;dÞ and set-aside amortization funds
(DA) in euros and LCCs (Eqs. (16.1) to (16.3)). In the baseline
simulations, shock is set to zero and there is no demand for credit
in LCCs (Eq. (16.2)).

4Lf ;d;m ¼ If ;d;m � DAm ð16:1Þ

4Lf ;d;lcc ¼ shock ´ ðIf ;d;lcc � DAlccÞ ð16:2Þ

4Lf ;d ¼ 4Lf ;d;m þ4Lf ;d;lcc ð16:3Þ
The afflux of money is described in Eqs. (17.1) to (17.6). Banks

screen euro loans applications based on the expected credit-
worthiness of borrowers ðρÞ (Eq. (17.1)). The supply of LCC loans
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equals demand from LCC firms, plus a fraction (which we set to
one) of the rejected applications for euro-loans.

We assume that banks reject SDG-contributing, yet non-
creditworthy demand for investment. Yet, these investments carry
a positive SDG impact, which banks can rediscount at the Central
Bank. In the baseline simulations shock is set to zero so that
euro-investment is constrained and no LCC credit takes place
(Eq. (17.2)). Equations (17.3) to (17.6) are accounting equations
defining the stock of loans and annual total, euro and LCC
investment, respectively.

4Lf ;s;m ¼ Lf ;d;mð1� ρÞ ð17:1Þ

4Lf ;s;lcc ¼ shock ´ ðLf ;d;cc þ ðρLf ;d;mÞ ð17:2Þ

Ls ¼ Lf ;s;m þ Lf ;s;lcc ð17:3Þ

If ;s;m ¼ 4Lf ;s;m þ DAm ð17:4Þ

If ;s;lcc ¼ 4Lf ;s;lcc þ DAlcc ð17:5Þ

If ;s ¼ If ;s;m þ If ;s;lcc ð17:6Þ
At each period, productive firms’ profits are equal to the

difference between GDP and other factor payments (using the
income definition for GDP) (Eq. (18.1)). Profits are broken down
into euro and LCC profits (Eqs. (18.2) and (18.3)) here

F ¼ Y �WB� FB� DA� rd;m;�1Mh;m;s;�1 � rd;lcc;�1Mh;lcc;s�1

ð18:1Þ

Flcc ¼ Ylcc �WBlcc � FBlcc � DAlcc � rd;lcc;�1Mh;lcc;s�1 ð18:2Þ

Fm ¼ Ym �WBm � FBm � DAm � rd;m;�1Mh;m;s;�1 ð18:3Þ
Banks charge different interest on loans issued in euros

rl;M Ls;m;�1

� �� �
and LCC rl;lcc Ls;lcc;�1

� �� �
. Their profit is the

interest spread, plus any new reserve assets 4As obtained from
the Central Bank through impact rediscounting. Rediscounting
implies that LCC loans are less risky from the banks’ perspective.
We thus set rl;lcc < rl;M (see Table A2 in the appendix) (Eq. (19)).

FB ¼ rl;M Ls;m;�1

� �
þ rl;lcc Ls;lcc;�1

� �
þ 4As

� rd;M Ms;m;�1

� �
� rd;lcc Mlcc;�1

� � ð19Þ

We now turn to the Central Bank’s rediscounting policy. As
discussed, impact rating agencies compute the annual SROI of the
circulation of the LCC deposits emitted through bank loans at the
previous period. Banks obtain an annual flow of impact
certificates ðφs) (Eqs. (20.1) and (20.2)).

φd ¼ 1þ SROIð ÞLs;lcc;�1 ð20:1Þ

φs ¼ φd ð20:2Þ
Banks swap these impact certificates for new reserve assets at

the Central Bank.
The Central Bank applies a haircut ðτÞ in this transaction (Eq.

(21.2). The haircut rate is a discretionary yet, as shown in Eq.
(22), we model it as an endogenous variable. The haircut rate
depends on two components: its past value, and the product of
normally distributed random shocks ðε) (reflecting the evolution
of the monetary policy framework) and first-differenced impact
ratings. This means that an increase in the SDG performance of
LCC loans shall lead Central Banks to decrease of the haircut rate,
subject to any other random shock ðε). We set the starting value
of the haircut rate at 4.5%, which corresponds to the valuation

markdown which the ECB applied to asset-backed securities at
the time of writing (European Central Bank 2022a, b).

Hs ¼ Ad ð21:1Þ

Ad ¼ ð1� τÞ:φs;�1 ð21:2Þ

τ ¼ τ�1 þ εΔSROI ð22Þ
Interest rates are set as exogenous parameters. SROI impact

ratings of LCC deposits are modeled as a stochastic process, with
annual random innovations ξ following a Laplace distribution
around a mean of 15% (Walter 2020) (Eqs. (23.1) to (23.5)).

rl;m ¼ rl;m ð23:1Þ

rl;lcc ¼ rl;lc ð23:2Þ

rc;m ¼ rd;m ð23:3Þ

rd;lcc ¼ rd;lcc ð23:4Þ

SROI ¼ SROI þ ξ ð23:5Þ
The supply of money ðMhÞ (in euros and local complementary

currency) held by households is modeled in Eq. (5.1). New loans
(in euros and local complementary currency) recorded in banks’
balance sheets are given by Eq. (17.3). Although the supply and
demand of bank deposits depend on different process, they shall
be equal in all states of the model by virtue of its accounting
consistency (i.e. without any equilibrium condition being
imposed). Equation (24) is therefore the model’s hidden equation.
This feature of the model qualifies it as a post-Keynesian SFC
model insofar as money creation is entirely driven by the
behavior of banks and productive firms. The model assumes no
multiplier mechanism that would run from the reserves to new
deposit creation by private banks (Bank of England 2014; Wray
2012; Ehnts 2017).

4Mh ¼ 4Ls ð24Þ
Finally, the model features a resilience block based on

Ulanowicz et al. (2009). This requires us to introduce the
following definitions. Let Ti: represent the expenditure of each
sector i to any other sector; T :j is the net income of sector j from
any other sector; and Tij the expenditure of any sector i to any
sector j. The sum of all net transfers of money between sectors i
and j is T :: ¼ ∑ijTij

. We focus on private sector transactions only,

and consider households (h), banks (b) and productive firms (f).
Equation (24.1) shows that the expenditure of household to

other units ðTh:Þ equates consumption spending to the firm
sector, in the legal tender and in LCCs ðCm þ ClccÞ. Equation
(24.2) shows that the income of households from other sectors
ðT :hÞ is the sum of wages and distributed profits paid by
productive firms in the legal tender and in LCCs
ðWBm þWBlcc þ Fm þ FlccÞ, interest payments and distributed

profits from banks rl;M Ls;m;�1

� �
þ rl;lcc Ls;lcc;�1

� �
þ FB

� �
.

Equation (24.3) shows that the expenditure of productive firms
to other units ðTf :Þ is the sum of net investment spending
ð4Ls;m þ4Ls;lccÞ, wages and profits paid to the household sector
ðWBm þWBlcc þ Fm þ FlccÞ, and interest paid to the banking

sector rl;M Ls;m;�1

� �
þ rl;lcc Ls;lcc;�1

� �� �
.

Equation (24.4) shows that the net income of productive firms
from other units ðT :f Þ is the sum of the new loans issued by the
banking sector ð4Ls;m þ4Ls;lccÞ and household consumption
ðCm þ ClccÞ.
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Equation (24.5) defines the banking sector’s expenditure ðTb:Þ
to other units as the sum of new loans issued to productive firms
ðLs;m þ Ls;lccÞ, interest payments, and profits distributed to

households rd;M Ms;m;�1

� �
þ rd;lcc Mlcc;�1

� �
þ FB

� �
. Equation

(24.6) measures the income of the banking sector ðT :bÞ as the
sum of the interest payments received from productive firms

rl;M Ls;m;�1

� �
þ rl;lcc Ls;lcc;�1

� �� �
.

Th: ¼ Cm þ Clcc ð25:1Þ

T :h ¼ WBm þWBlcc þ Fm þ Flcc þ rd;M Ms;m;�1

� �
þ rd;lcc Mlcc;�1

� �
þ FB

ð25:2Þ

Tf : ¼ Ls;m þ Ls;lcc þWBm þWBlcc þ rl;M Ls;m;�1

� �
þ rl;lcc Ls;lcc;�1

� �
þ Fm þ Flcc

ð25:3Þ

T :f ¼ Ls;m þ Ls;lcc þ Cm þ Clcc ð25:4Þ

Tb: ¼ Ls;m þ Ls;lcc þ rd;M Ms;m;�1

� �
þ rd;lcc Mlcc;�1

� �
þ FB

ð25:5Þ

T :b ¼ rl;M Ls;m;�1

� �
þ rl;lcc Ls;lcc;�1

� �
ð25:6Þ

Defining the sum of all net transfers of money between units i
and j as T :: ¼ ∑ijTij

, the occurrence probability of each

transaction is equal to its observation frequency:

pij ¼
Tij

T ::

; pi: ¼
Ti:

T ::

;p:j ¼
T :j

T ::

Following Ulanowicz et al. (2009), we can now define the
evolutionary capacity of the economic system as C ¼ AþΦ.
Each term is defined in Eqs. (26.1) to (26.3):

C ¼ �∑
ij
Tij log

Tij

T ::

� �
ð26:1Þ

A ¼ ∑
ij
Tij log

TijT ::

Ti:T :j

 !
ð26:2Þ

Fig. 4 Accounting closure. Source: author’s simulations. The replication code is available upon request.
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Φ ¼ �∑
ij
Tij log

T2
ij

Ti:T :j

 !
ð26:3Þ

Letting a ¼ A
C, and applying a Boltzmann transformation yields

the system’s fitness for evolution metric F (Eq. (27)):

F ¼ �ka logðaÞ ð27Þ
Where k is a positive scalar set to 2.71. As discussed in Section

2.2., when a ¼1, F tends to zero due to a lack of resilience. When

a ¼ 0, F also tends to zero due to a lack of ascendency. F
increases for intermediate values of a and peaks when
a ¼ 1

e = 0.36 (see Fig. 1).

Simulation results
Numerical properties. Our model respects the four validity cri-
teria put forth in Godley and Lavoie (2012) and used in the stock-
flow consistent modeling literature:

(i) One implicit accounting equality holds in all periods and all
states of the model. As discussed in Eq. (24) and shown in

Fig. 5 Biomimicry scores and macroeconomic dynamics. Source: author’s simulations. The replication code is available upon request.
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Fig. 3, additions to household deposits are equal to new
bank loans to productive firms. Yet, the model contains no
equilibrium condition which makes the two equal to one
another;

(ii) Using the Broyden algorithm, the model reaches a
stationary state (with a GDP of 1,579,375) after 10
replications. This stationary state holds for 1000 periods;

(iii) The model allows for a coherent stock-flow integration of
income and financial accounting in line with the National
Income and Product Account (NIPA). As shown in Fig. 3,
the expenditure and income definitions of GDP (Eqs. (1.1)
and (1.4)) are equal in all states of the model—even though
the former relies on flows, and the latter on both stocks
and flows.

(iv) Stocks of assets, liabilities, and flows of income and
spending take meaningful values in all states of the model.
This allows to interpret causal relationships between
income, stocks, and rates of return over several assets,
and model to financial operations.

The bottom right quadrant of Fig. 4 shows the values of annual
SROI impact metrics. These are modeled through a Laplace
distribution centered around a mean of 15%. This figure also
reports the value of the Central Bank’s haircut rate τ (Eq. 22).

Simulation strategy. We set shock ¼ 0 in Eqs. (4.3), (6.3), (16.2)
and (17.2), and bring the model to stationary steady-state12. In
this baseline scenario, banks do not issue LCC loans and do not

operate a conversion desk for households. Therefore, there is no
impact rediscounting by the Central Bank either.

We then set shock ¼ 1. This allows LCC circulation, LCC
lending and the impact rediscounting mechanism to kick in.
Holding all other parameters constant, we inspect the response of
the entire system, as it transits towards a new stationary steady-
state.

Results. Figures 5–7 display the response of the models’ key
variables13. Due to a higher resilience, capacity for evolution and
fitness for evolution metrics both increase significantly. We also
observe a short-run, SDG-driven economic expansion. Both GDP
and SROI impact certificates (‘Philia’) increase in the short-run
and stabilize in the long-run. GDP growth peaks at 3% and
vanishes after seven periods. The share of LCC investment in total
private investment and the share of LCC wages in total wages are
both permanently higher. Therefore, these figures indicate that
economy has undergone sustainable structural change.

As shown in Fig. 5, the policy shock induces a short-turn
increase in macroeconomic spending, which increases private
sector profits. The circulation of LCCs also triggers an expansion
of the social business sector, contributing to sustainable structural
change.

Macroeconomic private investment increases due to additional
LCC loans to the social business sector. Entrepreneurs in other
sectors of the economy respond to increased economic growth by
adjusting their capital target upwards, which increases euro
investment as well (equation (13).

Fig. 6 Investment and profits. Source: author’s simulations. The replication code is available upon request.
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The impact of this dynamic on sustainability is ambiguous.
LCC-induced economic growth might indeed spill-over to the
‘brown’ sector. On the other hand, additional investment in euros
is likely to affect sectors or territories in which an LCC-driven
expansion has taken place, thereby accelerating the SDG
transformation. More empirical analysis as well as field work is

needed to determine the conditions leading one of these two
mechanisms to dominate the other.

Figure 7 displays the monetary and financial side of the model.
The Central Bank credits the banking sector with new reserves in
exchange for new impact certificates. This policy appears to
enhance financial stability as the banking sector posts a higher

Fig. 7 Money and finance. Source: author’s simulations. The replication code is available upon request.
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reserve to loan ratio. Banking sector profits increase due to the
higher volume, and to annual net flows of reserve assets. Total
household financial wealth increases and appears to diversify,
with households holding LCC assets along with sight and savings
deposits in euros. This new asset structure locks up a portion of
household wealth for sustainable consumption purposes, con-
tributing to sustainable structural change.

Conclusion
Scaling up SDG financing requires innovative approaches and
bold policy decisions (UN 2023). This paper thus contributed to
the SDG finance literature by putting forth a prototype policy
seeking to endogenize the creation of LCC deposits in the
economy. We laid out a framework in which banks would issue
LCC loans linking up LCC deposit creation to future productive
bets. LCC convertibility in the legal tender is implied by Central
Bank rediscounting of the ex-post SDG impact of LCC loans.

We then attempted to raise analytical insight on this new idea
by developing a new PK-SFC model comprised 106 accounting
and behavioral equations and biomimetic indicators. Our simu-
lations suggested that this prototype policy may generate a short-
lived economic expansion embedded in the SDGs, while also
increasing banking stability. We also observed an increase the
economy’s total capacity for development, resilience, and fitness
for evolution, in line with Lietaer et al. (2012).

This policy prototype is promising but calls for additional
research. A more elaborate SFC model should consider endo-
genous structural change, which is an important component
when discussing the transition to an ecologically sensitive eco-
nomic structure (Caiani et al. 2014). The policy mechanism
should be refined by drawing lessons from the history of policy
innovations, with a focus on governance, accountability, and
incentives. Finally, we need to develop new databases to be able to
measure the SDG impact of LCCs, as well as the value of
multipliers.

We call for multilateral institutions to support this new
approach to SDG financing by undertaking small-scale, pilot
experiments. As the success of such experiments would require
strong actor engagement, developing a strong trust relationship
between multilateral institutions, domestic banks, Central Banks
and LCC communities appears of utmost importance. We thus
call for the organization of regular multilateral workshops around
this project to create a feedback loop between economists, policy
makers, multilateral institutions, and local stakeholders. Such
workshops would provide a community of practice for small-scale
policy experiments, allowing countries with varying development
paths to share and draw lessons from each other’s experiences. If
successful, such small-scale experiments could eventually be
upscaled and contribute to a new sustainable economic model in
line with the SDGs.

Data availability
The Eviews code is available from the contact author upon
request.
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Notes
1 The supply of major LCCs such as the Bristol Pound in the UK, the Eusko in the
Southwestern France, or the Chiemgauer in Bavaria is indeed backed up by deposits
in the legal tender.

2 “Nature does not select for maximum efficiency, but for a balance between the two
opposing poles of efficiency and resilience. Because both are indispensable for long-term
sustainability and health, the healthiest flow systems are those that are closest to an
optimal balance between these two opposing pulls. Conversely, an excess of either
attribute leads to systemic instability. Too much efficiency leads to brittleness and too
much resilience leads to stagnation: the former is caused by too little diversity and
connectivity and the latter by too much diversity and connectivity” (Lietaer et.al,
2010, p.6).

3 Appendix 2 discusses the fitness for evolution function.
4 In a clearinghouse, the assets of some are the liabilities of others. Such a tool allows to
untie the bilateral side of the debt and to create a multilateral compensation between
the different participants increasing liquidity.

5 Unspent com.mons after three years are exchanged either into currency (assets sold
on the market) or into unsold assets.

6 For instance, the European Central Bank (ECB) abide to the 1992 Maastricht Treaty
outlining the promotion of sustainable development as a cornerstone of the European
Union. Many Central Banks around the world—especially in emerging and
developing countries—are increasingly taking ecological and social objectives into
account (Dikau and Volz 2021). At the European level, a recent step was also taken in
this direction, with the ECB committing to decarbonizing its corporate bond
purchasing and collateral framework (European Central Bank 2022).

7 In Europe, several branches of local government accept LCCs in payment of taxes,
and make outgoing payments in LCCs (such as Bristol Pound in the UK, or the Eusko
in Bayonne (France)).

8 In recent years, participative methods such as the social return on investment (SROI)
method have gained traction to measure monetized ecological and social impact at
the project-scale level ((Raiden and King 2021; World Health Organization 2017).
These methods permit to construct worthiness and value creation for activities, even
in cases where no actual cash flows are generated (Yates and Marra 2017; Cooney
2017).

9 The evaluation of shadow prices is not an easy task, and their use does not guarantee
the success of the policy per se. As pointed out by an anonymous referee, shadow
prices should ideally incorporate all the interrelationships between objectives and
constraints that characterize a given economy. Given that our knowledge about them
is too limited, shadow prices can often appear artificial. Policy makers wishing to test
the proposed mechanism should thus carefully analyze experience with shadow prices
at an international level.

10 Private credit ratings agencies suffer from “birth defects, notably conflict of interests,
biased decision-making, oligopoly, wrong business model and lack of transparency” (Li
2020, p. 1). According to the UNCTAD (2020, p. 131) “ratings agencies, like banks,
act in a pro-cyclical manner that (…) accentuates broader financial sector
vulnerabilities (…). It is not appropriate that credit rating agencies should continue to
hold this de facto role of arbiters of responsible financial behavior – especially when
they are also players in the same market they regulate”.

11 Theoretical foundations and methodological guidelines for PK-SFC modeling can be
found in Godley and Lavoie’s (2012) seminal book.

12 In a stationary steady-state, stock and flow variables are in a constant relationship to
each other and stable in levels. Such a state is unlikely to be reached in the real world
where parameters and structural relationship move all the time. It is a numerical
construct which permits to monitor the stream of causal sequences impulse by a
specific shock to the economic system, as it transits towards a new steady state.

13 The Eviews code is available upon request from the contact author.
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